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Abstract:
Simple  3-D  printable  open  source  hardware  designs  have  proven  to  be  effective  scientific
instruments at low costs. Further development in this area is coupling open source electronics
with 3-D printable mechanical components to make fully functional distributedly-manufactured
mechatronic tools for science. One research area where such low-cost technology is needed is to
characterize thin film anti-reflective coatings and transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) for the
glass, mirror and solar photovoltaic industry whose transmission properties are angle dependent.
To meet this research need a low-cost 3-D printable open source dual axis gimbal system is
presented in this study. An Arduino based microcontroller is used to move the sample holder to
the user specified angle where two stepper motors control the motion providing two degrees of
freedom. The sample holder is made in such a way that samples can easily be mounted on it by
two movable latches. The system was validated and characterized for: i) unidirectional accuracy,
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ii) repeatability, iii) backlash, iv) speed resolution and v) microstep size. Finally, the mechatronic
system is tested for the intended application using a halogen light source and a spectrometer to
measure transmission through glass TCO samples through a hemisphere. The system performed
as expected has a unidirectional accuracy of 2.827°, repeatability of 1.585°, backlash error of
1.237°, maximum speed of 35.156° and a verifiable microstep size of 0.33°. Despite the highest
mean squared errors,  the open source gimbal  system performed adequately while  measuring
transmission  of  radiation  through  glass  with  TCO  coatings.  This  open  source  system  also
represents a 96% cost in savings as compared to the least expensive commercial variant. The
high mean squared errors are offset by the cost of the system coupled with its open source nature
that promotes further collaboration and hence, development. 

Keywords:  open  source  hardware;  gimbal  system;  3-D  printing;  rotator;  optoelectronics;
transmittance; FOSH

1. Introduction
A high level of modularization [1] in open technology development allows for collaboration in a 
way that knowledge is efficiently shared by many [2,3]. Free and open source technological 
development also decreases ambiguity and makes information freely available to a large group of
developers [4-6]. This promotes the sharing of knowledge among researchers in dissimilar fields 
[7], which has led to a number of success stories, notably Linux [8,9] and the rise of free and 
open source software (FOSS) movement [10-11]. The motivation for development is high when 
assistance from skilled developers is available [12,13] and the results are favorable [14-18]. 
Thus, FOSS is now also well established in mechatronics [19-21]. The success of FOSS has 
encouraged hardware developers to adopt this model as well [22-24]. Free and open source 
hardware (FOSH) development has seen success with a number of projects including the 
popularity of accessible microcontrollers such as the Arduino [25], which has been rapidly 
adopted by researchers in industry and academia [26] for ease of use, high modularization [27], 
and affordable cost [28-30].

Arduino microcontrollers have been used wearable textile ‘e-clothing’ with embedded sensors 
[31-33], complex communication systems for microgrids [34], educational tools [35] such as a 
mechatronics project based on 3-D printing [36] and home automation control systems [37-39]. 
Most useful to scientists, Arduino microcontrollers are being used to automate mechatronic 
equipment in the lab [27,40] including a number of wireless sensor networks [41],  air pollution 
monitoring and control system [42], data sharing and environmental monitoring [43,44], 
oceanographic sensor and actuator control systems [45-47] and have repeatedly proven that a 
low cost open source platform has the capability to perform equally well as compared to 
sophisticated expensive systems [27,40,48]. Other mechatronics equipment including quadrotors 
[49], robot fish [50], and mobile wheeled robots [51] have been developed using Arduino. It is 
being used as a teaching tool at the undergraduate level in mechatronics laboratories [52] and for 
developing low-cost educational material [53,54].
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The development of open source 3-D printing in the RepRap project [55] has emerged as one of 
the primary mechanisms driving FOSH development as the digital designs for 3-D printing can 
themselves be open sourced [56]. In addition to educational opportunities [57-59], rapid 
prototyping using 3-D printing has reduced the cost of commonly used scientific equipment 
while allowing faster development [27,40,60,61]. Much modern experimental scientific research 
requires expensive equipment that has high maintenance costs. With 3-D printed equipment, this 
maintenance cost is reduced significantly since most parts can be printed and replaced internally. 
The plethora of repositories (e.g. NIH 3D Printer Exchange [62], Youmagine [63], 
MyMiniFactory [64], GrabCAD [65], Thingiverse [66], etc.) available with CAD models of 
various parts enables low-cost and relatively easy distributed production by consumers [67] and 
adopted by scientists [40]. One area that is benefiting from 3-D printing is optics with 3-D 
printed embedded optical elements and interactive devices [68], curved displays [69], phantoms 
for whole animal optical imaging [70], spectral system for collagen fluorescence lifetime 
measurements [71], flexure translation stage for open-source microscopy [72], smart phone 
microscope adapters [73], a 3-D microscope stage [74] and a large customizable library of 
mechanical components for optics setups [75]. While open source 3-D printing has seen wide 
acceptance in biology and optics, it remains conspicuously absent from the semiconductor arena. 
The solar photovoltaic industry in particular relies on reduced costs and quick manufacturing. 
There is a need to further develop this low-cost open source technology to characterize thin film 
anti-reflective coatings and transparent conducting oxides (TCO) for the glass, mirror and solar 
photovoltaic industry [76,77] whose transmission properties are angle dependent [78-79]. The 
angular and spectral dependence of reflectivity and transmissivity of a material are important 
parameters that need to be studied for x-ray and other spectroscopic analyses [80]. A gimbal 
system is often used to rotate the sample in axes to study this angular dependence of optical and 
optoelectronic properties. 

In order to fulfil this research need, a novel low-cost 3-D printable open source dual axis gimbal 
system is presented in this study. The motivation for this study is to determine if a 3-D printed 
open hardware system, which reuses component designs from other applications is adequate to 
perform as an optoelectronic measurement aid while eliminating precision machining used in 
commercial systems, reducing equipment capital costs, allowing complete control by the user in 
order to make modifications and meet the needs of custom applications.  In the design an 
Arduino based microcontroller is used to move the sample holder to the user specified angle 
where two stepper motors control the motion providing two degrees of freedom. The sample 
holder is made in such a way that sample glass slides can easily be mounted on it by two 
movable latches. The system was validated and characterized for: i) unidirectional accuracy, ii) 
repeatability, iii) backlash, iv) speed resolution and v) microstep size. Finally, the mechatronic 
system is tested for the intended application using a halogen light source and a spectrometer to 
measure transmission through glass TCO samples through a hemisphere. The results are 
discussed in the context of the development of open source mechatronic equipment for 
laboratory use.
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2. Materials and methods

The design methodology used for this device uses an FOSH optimization model previously 
described [81], which encompasses six design principles:  design involving the principles of use 
of a free and open-source tool chain, minimize the number and type of parts and the complexity 
of the tools, minimize the amount of material and the cost of production, maximize the use of 
components that can be 3-D printed, create parametric designs to enable design customization 
and use of off-the-shelf parts, which are readily available throughout the world. Following these 
design principles, here, a gimbal system that can automatically test a range of custom angles in 
an x and y axis for use in optical thin film characterization is described. This system was found 
to have a microstep size of less than 1 degree and repeatability and backlash error of less than 2 
degrees.
     
2.1.  Mechanical Architecture

The 3-D printed parts were all designed in parametric CAD for ease of customization and to be 
easily 3-D printed on low-cost desktop 3-D printers. include:

1. The large support structure (Figure 1) has housing for a stepper motor, Adafruit 
Trinket Pro microcontroller board and the driver boards for the stepper motor. It also 
includes space for two M8 screws that ensure perfect alignment between the large and
small support structures. 

Figure 1: Large 3-D printed support showing casing for stepper motor, microcontroller and 
driver boards and two M8 screws.

2. The small support structure (Figure 2) does not contain any electronics but ensures 
that the structure remains flat at all times. It also has the pivot for the y-axis of the 
gimbal. 
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Figure 2. Small 3-D printed support structure showing bearing in blue and two M8 threaded rods
in red.

3. The 3-D printed cover (Figure 3) is used to enclose all electronics inside the large 
support structure. It has two openings for power supply and USB cables. Having a 
cover ensures correctly connected wires and protects the electronics from the 
environment.

Figure 3. 3-D printed cover showing slots for power supply and USB cables

4. The major platform is the y-axis of the gimbal system shown in Figure 4. This has 
two pivots that can be attached to the large and small support structures. This also has
housing for a stepper motor. 

Figure 4. 3-D printed major platform showing pivots and casing for stepper motor

5. The minor platform is the x-axis of the gimbal system and is shown in Figure 5. This 
has pivots that can be attached to the larger and smaller support structures. This part 
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is also the sample holder and includes slots for fastening the sample latch. Although 
the design is parametric and can be customized, the current platform holds samples 
75mm x 60mm or smaller. 

Figure 5. 3-D printed minor platform showing pivots and slots for latches

6. The holder latches (Figure 6) onto the minor platform and provides a stable surface 
for the sample. This holder as designed in its current dimensions can be used for two 
plain standard microscope glass slides (25mm x 76mm). 

Figure 6. 3-D printed holder showing slots for latches

7. The 3-D printed latches (Figure 7) can be used to fasten the holder to the minor 
platform. These ensure that the sample stays flat and stationary during the 
measurement. 
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Figure 7. 3-D printed latches to fasten cover to minor platform.

8. Mount base (Figure 8) is used as the foundation on which the alignment apparatus is 
fixed. This forms the basis of the support structure for fiber optic cables. 

Figure 8. 3-D printed mount base used as the foundation for mount arms.

9. Mount arm (Figure 9) is 3-D printed to the correct height for the fiber optic cable. 
This is fixed on opposite ends of the mount base. The gap allows the user to change 
the height of the aligner, and thus the cables.

 
Figure 9. 3-D printed mount arm used to hold the fiber optic cable.

10. Fiber optic aligner (Figure 10) is used to ensure that the fiber optic cables lay flat and 
the transmitting and the receiving end are always 180° from each other.
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Figure 10. 3-D printed fiber optic aligner is used to fasten the fiber optic cables.

The assembly of these parts is demonstrated in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. Schematic showing assembly of all 3-D printed parts. The sample stage, motor and 
circuit assembly parts were constructed before joining them to the supporting fiber optic 
alignment components.  

The complete bill of materials (BOM) is available with design files used to print various parts of 
the gimbal system [82]. This BOM can be classified into two categories: 3-D printable parts 
(Table 1) and commercially available hardware (Table 2). All custom parts were designed using 
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version 0.15 of FreeCAD [83], an open source parametric 3-D CAD modeler. These parts were 
designed parametrically and can be customized easily by the user. Polylactic acid (PLA) filament
purchased commercially [84] was used with an open source delta style RepRap 3-D printer [85], 
which was controlled by the open source Franklin 3-D printer controller [86]. However, any hard
thermoplastic can be used on any fused filament fabrication (FFF)–based desktop 3-D printer. 
The expected operating environment was indoor laboratory space with an ambient temperature 
between 20°C and 25°C. Thermal expansion of 3-D printing polymer was thus not taken into 
consideration while determining part dimensions. A tolerance of 0.1mm was used to ensure parts 
fit snugly without the possibility of cracking or loosening.

The price of a 1kg PLA filament spool on November 17, 2017 was used for the cost analysis. 
Off-the-shelf parts were procured from Amazon.com or similar.

Table 1. Customized 3-D printable parts for the open source dual axis Gimbal system. 

Part
Quantit

y
PLA Mass (g) 

(15% infill)
Cost

(USD)
1 Large Support 1 22 0.64
2 Small Support 1 38 1.10
3 Cover 1 18 0.52
4 Major Platform 1 38 1.10
5 Minor Platform 1 38 1.10
6 Holder 1 6 0.17
7 Latch 2 2 0.12
8 Mount Base 1 32 0.93
9 Mount Arm 2 20 1.16
1
0

Fiber Optic Aligner 2 2 0.12

Total 6.96
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Table 2. Commercially available parts for the open source dual axis Gimbal system
Component Quantity Cost (USD) Source

1 Bearing (Roller 
skates bearing: 
O.D = 21mm 
and I.D = 8mm) 

2 2.90 Hardware Store

2 5V Stepper 
Motor and 
Driver

2 5.60 Amazon.com*

3  Adafruit Pro 
Trinket 5V 
Microcontroller

1 9.95 Amazon.com*

4 5/16” (or M8) 
screw 195mm

2 2.80 Hardware Store

5 5/16” (or M8) 
nuts

6 0.60 Hardware Store

6 5V DC Supply 
Adaptor

1 10.99 Amazon.com*

7 5.5mm Jack 
Connector 
Socket 

1 1.03 Amazon.com*

8 M5 Socket Head
Bolt 16mm

4 0.48 Hardware Store

9 M5 Steel Hex 
Nut

4 0.07 Hardware Store

10 M3 Heat Set 
Insert

2 0.25 Hardware Store

11 M3 Socket Head
Screw

2 0.14 Hardware Store

12 8” Cable Tie 2 0.06 Hardware Store
Total 34.87

*Prices when ordered in April 2017.

As can be seen from the sum total of the BOM from Tables 1 and 2 the total hardware cost is 
USD $41.83. It should be noted that the cost of PLA filament has been reduced recently and this 
should be viewed as an upper cost limit.

The assembled gimbal system was then set up between a fiber optic light source and detector as 
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Schematic showing placement of the open source dual axis gimbal system equidistant 
from a fiber optic light source and detector. The axes of rotation are also shown. The optical path
is highlighted in red.

2.2.  Electronic Architecture

An Adafruit Trinket Pro 5V 16MHz with ATmega328 common core Arduino chip was obtained 
from Adafruit Industries. This development board features micro-USB jack that was used for 
uploading the program to the system memory. Two Elegoo 28BY J-48 ULN2003 5V stepper 
motors were used to move the major and minor platforms in y and x axes respectively. Two 
ULN2003 driver boards for Arduino were used to control these stepper motors. The circuit 
schematic is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Circuit schematic of open source gimbal system showing interconnects between 
Arduino microcontroller, power supply and drivers. 

2.3.  Software Architecture 

The system runs on a sketch file written for Adafruit Trinket Pro 5V and available on the Open 
Science Framework [82]. The user is prompted to choose a terminal x-y coordinate or a trace 
between the initial and the user provided final x-y coordinates. The tracing feature moves in 
steps of ten degrees. However, this can be easily changed in the code.  Figure 14 shows a 
flowchart describing programming logic and the pseudocode written below describes the stepper 
motor control. 

//Pseudo code for Gimbal system
1. Initiate device
2. Obtain mode of operation (user input: "1" for commanded angle and "2" for trace)
3. if mode = =1

1. Obtain desired X axis angle (user input)
2. Move stepper in X axis to desired angle
3. Update X axis location
4. Obtain desired Y axis angle (user input)
5. Move stepper in Y axis to desired angle
6. Update y axis location
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4. else if mode = =2
1. Obtain desired target X axis angle (user input)
2. Obtain desired target Y axis angle (user input)
3. Loop Y angle from zero to Y target in specified steps

1. Loop X angle from zero to X target in specified steps
1. Move stepper in Y axis to next angle
2. Update Y axis location
3. Move stepper in X axis to next angle
4. Update X axis location

5. else display error (must enter either "1" or "2")
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Figure 14. Flowchart showing logic used by the microcontroller to move the major and minor 
platforms on y and x axes respectively

The intended purpose of this system is to measure angle dependent transmission properties of 
thin films on glass substrates. This angle dependence can be accurately recorded using any 
computer running Arduino Integrated Development Environment’s (IDE) Serial Monitor [87]. 
Alternatively, this data can be written to files for platform independent access. 

3. Validation and Demonstration 

The gimbal system was tested using an Ocean Optics DH-2000 UV-VIS-NIR halogen light 
source. An Ocean Optics QP600-2-VIS-NIR fiber optic patch cable was used with a USB2000+ 
spectrometer. Spectra Suite was used to collect transmission data over the visible spectrum, from 
wavelength 400nm to 800nm. Data was collected at angles [x,y] : [0,0] to [60,60] in steps of 10 
degrees. 

25mm x 76mm plain glass microscope slides were obtained from VWR International in a 
thickness of 1mm. These were cleaned using acetone, 2-propanol and DI water, nitrogen dried, 
and were mounted on the sample holder of the gimbal system. 

The gimbal system was positioned between the light source and the detector such that the source 
and detector were both equidistant from the sample. This length was kept constant for all 
measurements. Care was taken to ensure that there were minimal bends in the optical fiber cable,
both on the source and the detector side. 

There were five major parameters identified for system characterization: 1) unidirectional 
accuracy, 2) repeatability, 3) backlash, 4) speed resolution and 5) microstep size [88, 89]. These 
parameters provide characterization metrics needed by users when sourcing a research system. 
These metrics are used by manufacturers and are part of the standard specification sheets of 
commercial products with similar functionality and applications.

The unidirectional accuracy was the error in moving between two positions, when approached 
from the same direction. This was experimentally determined by moving the stepper motor to a 
commanded angle from two different initial positions and measuring the angle in each case. For 
repeatability, the same measurement was made six times each in x and y directions and the errors
in final positions were calculated [90].

These measurements were made by placing the gimbal system at a chosen distance of 85cm from
a wall and using the projection from a laser as shown in Figure 15. The system was rotated to a 
specified angle after installing a visible laser on it. The distance from the floor to the point on the
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wall at which the beam was visible was measured using a tape-measure. The inverse tangent of 
the distances measured was used to calculate the physical angle (Figure 15). 

Figure 15. Schematic of the system used for calculating physical angle. The laser mounted on the
gimbal system is represented by the red dot with the red dotted line representing the path of the 
laser beam. The laser beam was at an angle of 0° from the base for this test.

Backlash was defined as the maximum error when the same final position is approached from 
two different directions. This was experimentally determined by commanding the stepper motor 
to move from two different initial angles to a final angle such that:

initialangle 1>final angle>initial angle 2 initialangle 1>final angle>initial angle2 [91].

Speed resolution was defined as the smallest incremental change in speed that can be achieved 
by the system [92]. This was recognized due to its importance in reducing time required to run a 
set of tests. After moving from an ‘initial angle’ to a ‘final angle’, the user’s need to move to a 
different angle (final angle + Δ angle) from that ‘final angle’ was seen. The speed at which this 
incremental change happened was crucial for a given test.

Step and micro-stepping are used to describe stepper motor movement in accordance with the 
terminology used by component manufacturers. Microstep size is defined as the measured angle 
divided by the number of states per step allowed by the motor in commanded angle mode. The 
motors were operated in 8-step sequence with 64 steps per turn [93]. Number of states refers to 
whether the motor is being operated in full-step mode or half-step mode. In the half-step mode, 
the motor has 8 states – referring to 8 possible configurations of the transistors. Discussion using 
states is only made to delineate the stepping pattern. While the “microstep” size is 64 is the 
number of steps required for a full turn of the motor, the number of steps required for a complete 
360 degree rotation of the axes is specified as step size, which is 2048.
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4. Results 

A photograph of the complete open source gimbal system with a TCO sample as used for 
transmission measurements is shown in Figure 16. As can be seen in Figure 16, the system is 
completely novel compared to commercial counterparts. The open source gimbal system 3-D 
printed system has no precision-machined metal parts and uses no metal other than fasteners. 
This enables radical reduction in costs and enables distributed manufacturing and ease of 
customizability at the expense of characteristics such as unidirectional accuracy and repeatability
as quantified below.

Figure 16. Open source gimbal system used for transmission measurement. A set of aligned fiber
optic cables is seen with a sample mounted on the rotating gimbal stage. The fiber optic cables 
are secured with cable ties as shown. 

4.1 Demonstration of Angular Dependence of Transmission

The angular dependence of transmission could be quantified using the gimbal system by 
integrating intensity recorded by the detector from 400nm to 800nm. The clear glass sample had 
a transmission as shown in Figure 17. This control sample shows a decline in transmission 
between 30° and 60° (in x) due to partial screening of the light beam by the physical placement 
of stepper motors. This effect is accounted for in all samples. A smaller percentage of light is 
transmitted in the 30° to 60° range due to this shading effect. To obtain those equivalent angles 
the sample can be rotated in the z axis 180° and the same scan run. If the transmittance of a 
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specific point on the sample is desired, appropriate positioning can help, although the error in 
measurement may be high. Multiple measurements may be made in this angular region to gather 
statistically significant data. The same final position may also be approached from two different 
directions in order to get this statistical data while accounting for the backlash error. This shading
effect is important to consider when detected intensities are important. However, if only the 
detection of presence or absence of a bright source of radiation is desired, the gimbal system can 
be used over its entire angular range. 

Figure 17. Angular dependence of transmission through a glass sample between (x,y) = 0 to 60°.
Note that the transmission is only shown from 40% to 100%. The lowest recorded value of 
transmission in the 0-60° range was 42%. 

4.2: Unidirectional Accuracy:

The largest recorded error was during the movement of x with a constant value of y in forward 
and reverse directions. The root mean squared (RMS) absolute error in position was determined 
to be 2.827. In contrast, the movement of y axis with a constant x yielded much lower RMS 
errors of 1.849 and 1.637 in the forward and reverse directions respectively. The results from the 
highest error configuration are shown in Figure 18. It should be noted the x-axis is more limited 
in its range as compared to the y-axis in the described configuration of the system. The x-stage is
also smaller and lighter than the y-stage, making it more prone to shift slightly when y-stage is 
moved. To compensate for this, tighter fittings were used to ensure x-stage stays in place as 
compared to the y-stage. As the large range of the y-stage was of interest for running 
experiments, this was exploited more in the system leading to a slight loosening of y-stage 
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fittings. While error in the intermediate angle range is kept almost the same for both x and y 
axes, towards the extreme angles this becomes more apparent.

Figure 18. Unidirectional accuracy of the gimbal system with movement in x direction while 
holding y constant was found to be the least of all test cases. The root mean squared error value 
of all points was calculated. It was found to be the highest when x was moved from 40° to 50° 
with y constant at 0°. Interestingly the same high value of error was recorded when the x axis 
motor was moved in the reverse direction from 50° to 40° with y constant at 0°. 

4.3: Repeatability:

Six iterations of the experiment defined above were made in both forward and reverse directions 
(Figure 19). The root mean squared values of error in position of each movement category about 
the horizontal at zero were calculated as a way to quantify the disparity in position recorded 
during all 6 iterations. The highest repeatability was recorded for the movement of y in the 
forward direction when x is held constant. In contrast, the movement of x in the reverse direction
when y is held constant was found to be the least repeatable. 
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Figure 19. Repeatability was highest during the movement of y in the forward direction with x 
held constant. The RMS error recorded in this case was the least at 0.3950. The least repeatable 
condition was the movement of x when y is held constant (RMS = 1.5850). 

4.4: Backlash:

Backlash was quantified using the average errors across all 6 iterations when approaching the 
same final position from the forward and the reverse directions. During the movement of x (with 
y constant) to a final position of 50° the RMS error recorded was the highest at 1.237. This is 
visualized as the length of the error bars in Figure 20. The least error was recorded for movement
of y axis to 0° with x held constant (RMS = 0.059).
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Figure 20. Backlash analysis yielded lowest error when a final position of 0° was approached by
y with x held constant. In contrast, the highest error was recorded when x was moved to a final 
position of 50°. The top and bottom of the error bar represents the error in forward and reverse 
movement respectively. Hence the size of the error bar represents total backlash.

4.5: Maximum Speed:

The 5V stepper motor used 2048 steps to complete a 360° rotation. Hence, each step was 
calculated to be 0.175°. The maximum speed set up in the software was 200 steps per second. 
Multiple attempts were made increase this speed, however, a grinding noise was observed when 
the speed was increased beyond 200 steps per second. This was equivalent to a maximum motor 
speed of 35.156° per second. 

4.6: Speed resolution:

The smallest incremental change in speed that could be measured was limited by the 
experimental constraints chosen for the transmission measurement of interest to the authors. The 
smallest recorded change was between 0.33° and 1.01° per second, which translated to a 
horizontal distance of 85cm and a vertical displacement of 1.5cm±0.5 as shown in Figure 15. 
Hence, the smallest measureable increment in steps was between 2 and 5 steps. 

4.7: Micro step Size:
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Microstep size was determined by dividing the angle by the number of allowed states. 
Alternatively it was calculated by multiplying the steps per revolution of the motor by the 
number of allowed states. In this case the multiplier was 8. Since each revolution of the axes 
corresponded to 2048 steps, the microstepping was determined to be 16,384 steps per revolution,
or 0.022° per step. While this is theoretically true, as stated in section 4.6, experimentally, a 
change in angle smaller than 0.33° could not be verified. 

4.8 Angular Limitations

The angular rotation domain of the gimbal system can be visualized as seen in Figure 21. The 
shaded area represents the unhindered motion of the x and y axes together. Due to the design of 
this system other angles, while being partly accessible, may not allow adequate brightness in the 
transmission setup for optical measurements. The placement of the stepper motors and the frame 
obstructs the line of sight from the light source to the detector through the sample holder. 
However experimental results stated above show that the system could be used for optical 
measurements when targeted angles lie in the shaded regions. 

Figure 21. The shaded area represents the allowed motion of motors in both x and y directions 
while keeping adequate intensity at the detector for optical measurements. While angular 
limitation in the y direction is -180° to 180°, it is -45° to 45° in the x direction. 
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5. Discussion

The total cost of materials of the open source gimbal system is $41.83, which is compared to the 
commercial systems already in the market shown in Table 3. As can be seen by Table 3, the open 
source gimbal system represents 95% or more savings from commercial systems. These cost 
savings are based on comparison of the material costs of the open source system to the retail 
price of the commercial systems. Thus, for the open source system there is no labor cost 
calculated for the purchasing of components, 3-D printing, and assembly. Each of these 
assumptions can be analyzed carefully. First, ignoring labor costs are relevant in the following 
situations: (1) where the 3-D printing and the assembly of the device is used as a learning aide 
for the construction of scientific equipment, open hardware or as part of a course [59, 94]; (2) 
where the labor is provided by unpaid interns or volunteers such as undergraduates trying to gain
research experience and improve their resume or curriculum vitae; or, (3) where there is no 
opportunity cost to using existing salaried employee (e.g., the use of a lab manager or assistant or
other position that is paid a fixed cost for all tasks conducted in a particular lab space, and for 
which there is no opportunity cost for them working on the fabrication of the device). At 
academic institutions such as colleges and universities these conditions can be readily met in 
most labs. In other labs, where this is not the case it is instructive to at the look at the potential 
cost of labor for the fabrication of the open source gimbal system. The labor involved is 
represented by three tasks: (1) 3-D printing the ten 3-D printed parts listed in Table 1, (2) 
purchasing the 12 components listed in Table 2; and (3) assembling the device and installing the 
software when all of the components have been gathered. The labor for each of these tasks will 
be analyzed separately, below using the lowest cost skill level employee.

First, the components listed in Table 1 must be 3-D printed and due to the mass 
proliferation of FFF RepRap based 3-D printers [95], this can now be considered a relatively 
low-skilled task [96]. The designs have already been made are easily downloaded, pre-oriented 
and ready to be sent to a pre-calibrated FFF based 3-D printer.  There are hundreds of thousands 
of these 3-D printers deployed globally [95], which are thus readily accessible to most labs. 
Although early desktop printers were challenging for non-experts, a tuned DIY RepRap like the 
one used in this study or a commercial self-bed leveling open source 3-D printer (e.g. a Lulzbot 
[97], Prusa [98], or Ultimaker [99]) can be left unattended after the file has been sent to print. 
This is similar in operation to the use of a 2-D printer or photocopying machine.  The print time 
is not the labor time of the individual operating the printer as the 3-D printer does not need to be 
monitored by a user during printing. Thus, although the actual 3-D print time is much longer 
(approximately 9 hours for the slowest printing part, and 40 hours for all prints done in 
succession on a single printer), the time that labor is focused only on printing is less than half an 
hour to set up and clear 10 print jobs. For organizations without ready access to a 3-D printer, it 
should be pointed out that a low-end 3-D printer can be justified for the fabrication of even this 
tool alone as shown in Table 3. However, there is also access to 3-D printers at FabLabs 
[100,101], makerspaces [102], hackerspaces [103], and even public libraries [104] often have 3-
D printing services available either for free, or for the cost of materials. Nearly all modern 
universities now have at least basic 3-D printing capabilities somewhere on campus, which are 
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adequate to replicate the open source gimbal system. For researchers with no access to 3-D 
printers locally, on demand quasi-local 3-D print services (e.g. MakeXYZ [105]) are available. 
The costs for a 3-D printing service will be more than the costs of the materials alone, but in 
general reasonable, as there is a high degree of competition because quotes are available 
immediately for users in any given area.

Table 3. Comparison of available gimbal systems compared to the open source gimbal system 
for accuracy, micro step size, repeatability and cost. 

System Accuracy Micro step size Repeatability Cost (US$) Source
T-OMG 
Series: Miniature 
motorized gimbal 
optic mounts with 
built-in controllers

0.055° 0.000115378° < 0.007° $1,440 [106]

Picomotor Piezo 
Optical Mounts

0.000069° 4° .00004° $1,088.00 - 
$2,051.00

[107]

Stability Picomotor 
Piezo Optical Mounts

0.00004° 4° 0.00004° $1,536.00 - 
$2,123.00

[107]

Open source gimbal 
system

2.827° 0.022° 1.585° $41.83 This 
study

Next, purchasing the components is a low-skill task, particularly when the hyperlinks to 
existing suppliers are provided (see [82]) and still active and purchasing is occurring in the 
United States (U.S.). The total time for this task would be about 12 min. for anyone with an 
existing Amazon account and shipping is free for those with Amazon prime. In the future, if 
these components are no longer available on these hyperlinks then they will need to be sourced 
from other websites, which would increase the time cost. On the other hand, as this is an open 
source hardware project, any number of entrepreneurs could begin to offer kits with all the 
components that could be purchased with a single order [108].  It should also be pointed out that 
it may be possible to decrease the cost of the device by careful comparison shopping for the 
components, and/or using existing supplies.  Regardless of the exact situation, this subtask can 
be undertaken by the lowest-cost worker in an organization (e.g., a receptionist employed at a 
company) and represents a trivial cost.

Lastly, once all of the components are gathered they must be assembled by a moderately 
skilled worker following the instructions provided in this paper. Having designed the system, the 
researchers in this study could build the device in about 15 min. To remain conservative, for a 
novice builder the build time is estimated to be under 30 min. 

Thus, the overall cost in labor to source, print, and assemble a 3-D printable open source 
gimbal system is about 1.25 h. This indicates that it is profitable for an organization to use the 
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open source version if their labor costs are under $250/h, even for the least expensive 
commercial equivalent (or under $330/h for the average commercial system). 

Finally, a point should be made about the life cycle cost advantages of the open source 
gimbal system. All of the design files are freely shared and the BOM is known. Thus, regardless 
of the cause of the failure of the device it can be easily repaired from readily available 
components (e.g. the user can reprint a broken plastic component or replace a stepper motor). 
This ease of repair (and even the ability to upgrade) is simply not available for all of the 
commercial systems, which would often demand the purchasing of a replacement device or a 
highly skilled and thus expensive repair. Furthermore, the ability to reuse parts from previously 
completed projects is also demonstrated in the addition of support structures from the open 
source laboratory sample rotator mixer and shaker [61]. Thus, the value of the open source tool 
can be considered higher than the commercial functional equivalent, even though the open 
source tool costs less than 5% of the cost of the commercial system to build upfront.

In light of the open source nature of this system, which opens up collaborative opportunities for 
further improvement, the current cost may justify the lower accuracy and higher errors associated
with measurements made on this system. The quantified metrics of the system are acceptable for 
provisional testing and feasibility analyses of thin film transmittances. The system as described is
thus adequate for the optical measurements it was designed for, but other researchers will need to
carefully assess if the system meets the needs for their experiments as designed, if it needs to be 
improved, or if a full commercial system is warranted. Since the schematic is openly shared, in 
the future, upgrades to the microcontroller, motors and drivers can be made to further improve 
the characteristics. The design as described was optimized for quick print speeds. For this, 
standard print quality was used with a low level of infill. These parameters as well as the 
mechanical strength can be improved significantly by printer settings and material selection (e.g. 
print in polycarbonate) for a more robust system that may have a lower maintenance need. 

This system also allows for a variety of custom-made sample holders, which could be designed 
and printed by a moderately skilled user. While the system used in this study is optimized for 
optical measurements of TCOs on a 75mm x 25mm x 1mm glass slide, different sample holders 
may be designed for up to 50 mm silicon wafers. The smallest sample holder size is limited by 
the spot size of the radiation and printing capabilities. The overall cost of the current set up is 
1.97% of the most expensive commercial variant analyzed in this study and 4% of the least 
expensive. This saving in initial cost could potentially result in vast improvements. 

This system could be expanded to include z-axis rotation as well with no required change in the 
skillset of the designer.The usability of this system may be expanded to optical alignment 
systems [109], active response systems [110], and as a mount for cameras in altitude estimation 
[111]. With minor modifications, this has applications not only in the semiconductor and optics 
fields but also in robotics, computer vision and surveying.

Both the low cost and the open source nature of the open source gimbal system are important as 
they provide accessibility to a wider range of users than was available. The potential populations 
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that will benefit from such a system include optics researchers at universities as well as K-12 
teachers and Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) outreach professionals 
who are typically in favor of building their own research equipment due to lower costs and easy 
troubleshooting due to a high degree of familiarity with apparatus. This study is also expected to 
have a greater impact in developing nations where the need to reduce costs while maintaining 
adequate technical performance is more significant than in well-funded laboratories [112].

6. Conclusions

The process of building a low cost two-axis gimbal system using RepRap 3-D printed parts is 
described and all non-printed parts are commercially available and inexpensive. The system 
performed as expected has a unidirectional accuracy of 2.827°, repeatability of 1.585° and a 
backlash error of 1.237°. Despite the highest mean squared errors, the open source gimbal 
system performed adequately while measuring transmission of radiation through glass slides 
with TCO coatings. This open source system also represents a 96% cost in savings as compared 
to the least expensive commercial variant. This study also opens up further opportunities for 
design improvements to modify the system based on user-specific applications.
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